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Abstract

The Analysis of Massive Data Streams (AMIDST) Java toolbox provides a collection of scalable and parallel algorithms for inference and learning of hybrid Bayesian networks from data streams. The toolbox, available at \url{http://amidst.github.io/toolbox/} under the Apache Software License version 2.0, also efficiently leverages existing functionalities and algorithms by interfacing to software tools such as HUGIN and MOA.

1 Purpose

The Analysis of Massive Data Streams (AMIDST) toolbox offers a scalable framework for data stream analysis based on probabilistic graphical models (PGMs). Where other software systems developed for PGMs only focus on mining stationary data sets [2], AMIDST provides contributions to efficient data analysis using PGMs for mining both stationary and streaming data that may be subject to concept drift (see Figure 1). AMIDST relies on the Bayesian network (BN) [3] framework, and its immediate extensions, as particular types of PGMs.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{A non-exhaustive taxonomy of data mining software frameworks.}
\end{figure}

2 AMIDST

AMIDST is an open source toolbox available at \url{http://amidst.github.io/toolbox/} under the Apache Software License version 2.0. It was developed within the context of the AMIDST research project (\url{http://amidst.eu/}) by Andrés R. Masegosa, Ana M. Martínez, Hanen Borchani, Darío Ramos-López, Thomas D. Nielsen, Helge Langseth, Antonio Salmerón, and Anders L. Madsen.

The intended user groups consist, on the shorter time horizon, of the industrial AMIDST project partners, namely, the German multinational automotive corporation \textit{Daimler AG} and the Spanish bank...
These companies will use AMIDST for real time identification and interpretation of manoeuvres in traffic and risk prediction in credit operations, respectively, and the end-users will test the developed algorithms on real-world extremely large data streams. Moreover, since AMIDST is generic, i.e., can be employed in a vast range of industrial contexts with varying data characteristics, additional intended user groups may subsequently include other industrial companies, institutions, and/or individuals that are interested in performing efficient analysis and prediction based on information captured in streaming data. Besides using AMIDST, user groups are encouraged to incorporate their potential developments and collaborations via AMIDST GitHub Fork and Pull requests.

AMIDST makes use of Java 8’s functional programming style to support parallel processing on multi-core CPUs. It supplies several functionalities for inference and learning hybrid BNs from streaming data, including:

- Parallel processing of data streams using Java 8’s functionalities.
- Implementations for BN representations both in standard format and as conjugate exponential family models [6]. Discrete and continuous variables, having multinomial, Gaussian, and conditional linear Gaussian distributions, are also supported.
- Links to existing software tools such as HUGIN1 and MOA (Massive Online Analysis)2. This allows the toolbox to efficiently exploit well-established systems and also broaden the AMIDST user groups.

## 3 Demonstration

During the proposed demonstration, we plan to first give a general introduction to the issues related to data stream analysis and discuss why scalability is important within this context. Next, we will describe the AMIDST toolbox design and architecture, show how to install it, and run several examples to illustrate its main functionalities. A special emphasis will be given to the scalability features of the toolbox and how they are supported using the functional programming style of the Java 8 API. A regular desktop or laptop computer may be used for the demo. There are no special system requirements since AMIDST is based on Java technology and is platform independent. The demo is expected to take approximately 20 minutes and extra time may be devoted to particular audience queries.
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